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Our thoughts and imagination will cause us to achieve success!
Tracking Our Progress......

• Utility Savings Initiative Data
  – BTU’s / GSF
  – CCF / GSF
  – Rate of Change
• Petroleum Reduction Program
• Other Metrics from Work Groups
• Summit Web Site
Your Campus Groups

• Create a Plan
• Share Work Group Activities
• Meet Regularly
• Communicate with Campus Leadership
• Set Reduction Goals
• Track Progress
• Lead the Culture Change
Your Work Groups

- Scheduled Conference Calls
- Advance Selected Initiatives
- Share Campus Initiatives
- Identify Leaders
- Identify Subject Experts
Preparing for the 2013 Summit

- Submit USI data for your campus
- Track Campus Initiatives
- Report on Successes
- Prepare Working Group Reports
- Identify Partnerships
“The future is won by those creating the future …….and not the ones trying to maintain the status quo.”

We Can Create Success!